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ABSTRACT 

Several consensus algorithms have been proposed as a way of resolving the Byzantine General problem 

with respect to blockchain consensus process.  However, when these consensus algorithms are applied to 

a distributed, asynchronous network some suffer with security and/or scalability issues, while others suffer 

with liveness and/or safety issues.  This is because the majority of research have not considered the 

importance of liveness and safety, with respect to the integrity of the consensus decision.  In this paper a 

novel solution to this challenge is presented.  A solution that protects blockchain transactions from 

fraudulent or erroneous mis-spends.  This consensus protocol uses a combination of probabilistic 

randomness, an isomorphic balance authentication, error detection and synchronised time restrictions, 

when assessing the authenticity and validity of IoT request.  Designed to operate in a distributed 

asynchronous network, this approach increases scalability while maintaining a high transactional 

throughput, even when faced with Byzantine failure.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a few short years the Internet of Things (IoT) has become an intrinsic part of life.  Creating a 

world where computers become ambient technologies which are always on and always 

available.  Technologies which are capable of instinctively obeying demands while 

inconspicuously remaining in the background.  Technologies which are already having a 

positive effect on the human to computer experience [1].  However, there has been 

inconsistency with respect to infrastructure design and the application of different protocols [2]. 

The IoT ecosystem is therefore filled with a range of incompatible technologies, devices and 

protocols which are plagued by scalability and security issues [3].  Despite this IoT connected 
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devices are being included in homes, cars, medical equipment, children’s’ toys and doorbells.  

In addition to this the IoT ecosystem is now having an adverse impact on the Internet.  With 

miscreants using IoT devices to orchestrate denial-of-service attacks and distributed-denial-of-

services attacks [4] [5]. 

 

There is now a considerable body of research that has recognised that IoT’s heterogeneous mesh 

of network devices and protocols have created a unique set of risks and problems that will affect 

most households [6] [7].  From breaches in confidentiality, which could allow users to be 

snooped on.  Through to failures in integrity, which could lead to consumer data being 

compromised [8] [7] [9] [5].  IoT devices are presenting many security challenges to which 

consumers are ill equipped to protect themselves from [10].    

 

Vulnerabilities that are due to a range of factors including: unsafe networks, infected mesh 

devices, poor password protection and data being transmitted in clear text [11] [12].  The 

potential impact of these insecurities was demonstrated by the Mirai and Persirai botnet attacks 

[13].  The progression of these attacks was via IoT network devices.  Due to poor security, 

miscreants were able to use IoT devices to instigate DDoS attacks on Dyn a DNS service 

provider, GitHub, Twitter, Reddit, Netflix and Airbnb [13].  Even though it has been shown that 

the infrastructure suffers with security and scalability issues which are now compromising the 

internet [12] [14] new IoT devices are continually being rolled out [13], [15], [16].   

 

Notwithstanding this, IoT technology is being embedded in many everyday items.  The IoT 

environment has therefore been described as a poorly protected, hostile network where data may 

be snooped upon and exploited [7] [17] [18]. 

 

To resolve these issues it has been suggested that blockchain technology may contain the 

answer [19] [20] [21] [22].  Due to blockchain’s security characteristics and its ability to 

securely transfer data across a distributed network, it has been suggested that blockchain could 

be capable of meeting IoT’s security and safety requirements [21].  However, to achieve this 

Blockchain will need to resolve its security, scalability, safety and liveness issue [10] [8].  A 

challenge that is at the heart of blockchain breaches [20].  However, if blockchain technology is 

to be successfully used in the IoT environment an applicable blockchain consensus protocol will 

need to be identified [23].  A consensus protocol which can deal with billions of IoT request 

[10]. 

 

In this paper a new consensus algorithm is presented.  This consensus algorithm first uses 

randomisation to identify its lead node – a process that reduces scalability.  Next it uses error 

detection to achieve safety and prevent double spend / fraudulent spend.  Finally, the random 

selection of the lead cell and partial synchronisation, between validating and authenticating 

nodes, enables this consensus protocol to achieve liveness.   

 

Security is achieved via the application of cryptographic primitives to provide non-repudiation, 

integrity, immutability and confidentiality [10].   

  

Under this model cells who deviate from normal behaviour, in an arbitrary way, are identified 

by the implementation of an error checking algorithm.  The division of data into two channels 

provides separation of duties [24].  A robust security mechanism which can only be 

compromised when each node is individually attacked.  Moreover, the inclusion of 

synchronised time, provides a mechanism which protects a cell from becoming compromised by 

a man-in-the middle attack [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30]. 

 

Finally, the model also includes cryptographic services which provide data origin 

authentication, along with encryption of data in transit and data at rest. 



 

This paper is structured as follows: Section 1 contains the Introduction to the problem; in 

section 2 the Background is given; section 3 contains The Balance Authentication Mechanism; 

section 4 contains The Consensus Process; Achieving Scalability is in section 5 and the 

Conclusion is in 6. 

 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 A Blockchain Consensus Algorithm   

Blockchain is the technology behind bitcoin, which was originally described as an electronic 

currency [31] over the past decade has gained acceptability.  A technology which can store 

digital information in a secure and safe manner.  Data held in a blockchain is protected from 

alterations and snooping while being transmitted across networks.  At the heart of this 

technology is a consensus algorithm.  An algorithm which is used by nodes to achieve 

agreement on the validity of a transaction. 

 

It is now well established from a variety of studies that the development of a peer-to-peer 

blockchain consensus protocol for the IoT environment could resolve its security and scalability 

issues [32].  Due to blockchain’s security and scalability properties it has been postulated that 

blockchain smart contracts (BC – smart contracts) could provide secure transportation of IoT 

traffic [21]. 

 

A blockchain consensus algorithm that is capable of being used in the IoT ecosystem has 

generated a lot of interest.  Particularly a technology which could operate in a decentralised data 

intensive network.  If such a consensus protocol could facilitate the transmission of billions of 

bits of information, it would also be capable of operating within an IoT data intensive 

environment [23].  This is because of blockchains consensus protocol’s ability to provide [10]:  

• Pseudo anonymity 

• Confidentiality 

• Authenticity  

• Immutability 

• Interoperability 

• Scalability 

• Privacy 

• Non-repudiation 

• Data integrity 

Although before these technologies can be successfully integrated the correct blockchain 

consensus protocol will need to be identified. 

 

2.2 The Consensus Problem in Context 

It was Lamport et al in 1982 who introduced the network consensus protocol problem [29]  In 

the paper ‘The Byzantine General Problem’ the issues which affected consensus were discussed.  

However, it was Fischer et al who provided details on the difficulty of achieving consensus in a 

distributed network if just one node failed [27].  In this paper it was shown that when an 

unbounded time network is faced with a single node failure safety and liveness could not be 

guaranteed.  (Safety - All nodes agree on the authenticity of an IoT request; Liveness - All 

nodes responsible for consensus take part in the process [27]).  

 



Although in 1994 it was Chandra et al who identified how it was possible to circumvent the 

restrictions which had been laid down in the FLP impossibility problem [25].  In Chandra et al 

papers four methods that could be used to circumvent these restrictions were proposed [26]:  

• Randomisation 

• Weak Failure Detection 

• Weak Problem and Solution 

• Model of Partial Synchronisation  

 

Moreover, two of Chandra et al identified mechanisms have already been used in well-

established consensus protocol:  

1. Castrol et al consensus protocol uses partial synchronisation in its application of the 

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerant consensus protocol.  (However, due to quadratic 

message authentication requirement this consensus protocol contains scalability issues 

when used in a distributed environment.)   

2. Nakamoto in 2006 blockchain Proof of Work (PoW) consensus used randomisation in 

its lead node identification [31].  (However, PoW’s high use of resources renders it 

impractical for an IoT environment.) 

Moreover, over the last decade there have been several consensus protocols, which have been 

presented as potential blockchain consensus protocols.  However, none of these have provided a 

complete solution to the security, scalability, safety and liveness issues that affect consensus, 

when that consensus takes places in an asynchronous environment, that is not subjected to 

bounded time restrictions [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [31] [28]. 

The consensus protocol presented in this paper circumvents the FLP restrictions by 

implementing randomisation, error detection and partial synchronisation. 

 

3. THE BALANCE AUTHENTICATION MECHANISM 

In this section a new consensus algorithm is presented.  This section contains information 

pertaining to how this consensus protocol achieves security and scalability.   

 

The model is the combination of a consensus protocol and a blockchain environment.  The 

Balance Authentication Mechanism (BAM) uses probabilistic randomness to choose the lead 

node.  Timing synchronisation with respects to the communication of nodes in a cell [26] [25] 

[27].  An isomorphic balance equation and an error algorithm are used to ensure liveness and 

safety.  

 

Security is achieved via the application of the cryptographic primitives of non-repudiation, 

integrity, immutability and confidentiality [10]. 

  

Under this model cells who deviate from normal behaviour, in an arbitrary way, are identified 

by the implementation of an error checking algorithm.  The division of data into two channels 

provides separation of duties [24].  A robust security mechanism which can only be 

compromised when each node is individually attacked [24].  Moreover, the inclusion of a 

synchronised time bound between Acell and Fcell requires both nodes be compromised, if the 

cell is to be compromised, (a requirement that is in line with a double entry validation process 

[41] [42]).  Both cells have to be compromised with isomorphic data, within the bounded time 

window.  A requirement that protects against dominance attacks.  This is because to gain control 

of the consensus process, a miscreant must gain control of all Acells and Fcells.  A task that has 

an attack surface area of c2 – where c indicates cells.  

 

However, a miscreant could attempt to gain control of the lead node.  A process which would 

require the miscreant to identify the lead node.  Moreover, as the lead node identification is 



based on randomness (4.1) in an environment where there are only 2 cells the probability of 

identification is 0.05; however, in an environment where there are 100 cells the probability of 

identification is 0.001.   

 

The model also includes cryptography primitives which provide data origin authentication, 

along with encryption of data in transit and data at rest. 

 

4. THE CONSENSUS PROCESS 

BAM’s distributed network is broken down into cells (see figure one).  Each cell contains four 

nodes.  The communication between nodes in a cell is subjected to synchronise time 

restrictions.  The processor node is responsible for authenticating data and data origin.  Data is 

then separated into two channels and broadcasted to the other members of the cell.  The other 

nodes are responsible for data authentication, validation, verification and consensus.  The use of 

randomness ensures that the byzantine failure of a cell or a node has no impact on the operation 

of the algorithm [31].  
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Figure 1 The Consensus Process 

4.1 Choosing a Lead Cell 

The Balance Authentication lead cell (BA lead cell) is responsible for authenticating and 

validating each IoT request.  The choice of lead cell happens when a cell announces that an IoT 

authentication and validation has occurred.  However, a second announcement of data 

authentication and validation must occur before the data achieves consensus.  Moreover, if a 

subsequent cell rejects the authentication and validation of an IoT request, then the IoT request 

is suspended until the error checking mechanism identifies which cell is in an error state.   

 

As in the case of proof of work, BA lead cell identification is based on its location and its 

transactional speed, i.e. probabilistic random factor in asynchronous network where 

transactional speed in a constant variable [31]. 

 



4.2 An IoT Request 

IoT requests are placed in blocks.  Each block in the process contains a single transaction.  The 

block contains a request header and a request body. The header contains information pertaining 

to nonce, date, digital signature, transaction ID, balancing figure and code.  The body of the 

request contains the IoT instructions.  Consensus is based on the Boolean valuation of each part 

of the header data such that consensus is: 

(Vcell1(Fcell1&&Acell1)) && (Vcell2(Fcell2&&Acell2)). 

 

The data contained in each IoT request is ordered and separated into two parts – financial data 

and transactional data.  This data is transmitted along two separate and independent channels - 

financial channel or a transaction channel.  Data types are sent along these channels for 

authentication.  Therefore, financial authentication is: 

a → b 

Transaction authentication is: 

d → c 

 

This process complies with the principles of separation of duties and balance authentication [24] 

[42].  Each channel is responsible for authenticating IoT header data against ledger data, 

financial data and smart contract data.  A Boolean checking algorithm is used in this process. 

 

4.3 A Cell 

All nodes in the distributed network are assigned to a cell.  Cells contain four nodes. Nodes can 

either be a finance node (f), transaction node (t), process node (p) or a validation node (v).  Each 

cell is a uniquely identifiable independent entity.  All communication between cells operates 

within a time bounded environment via the application of either asynchronous or synchronous 

key exchange (a partial synchronised environment). 

 

4.4 Double Spend Protection 

To protect from double-spend or fraudulent misappropriation of funds, the consensus protocol 

complies with the following rules:    

 

1. Only a correct node may propose an IoT request 

2. Only a proposed IoT request may be authenticated 

3. Only an authenticated IoT request can be validated 

4. Only a validated IoT request can achieve consensus 

 

Invariants that are in line with the requirements of safety and liveness [27] [29] [30]  A correct 

node is a node who is a part of a cell.  A proposed IoT request is a request which has been 

proposed by a processing node.  An authenticated IoT request is a request which has been 

authenticated by both transaction and financial nodes.  A validated IoT request is a request that 



has been validated by a validating node.  Consensus is achieved when two cells have 

authenticated and validated an IoT request. 

 

4.5 The Isomorphic Algorithm    

Boolean isomorphic algorithms are used to authenticate each channels data, validate the output 

of each channel and to error check the consensus process.  Such that: 

 

Consensus Algorithm 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Input:  Client request 

Device requests are subjected to cryptographic checks to ensure the data is correct and complete.  Only 

clients’ request that pass these checks achieve consensus. 

 

A devices transaction (T) request is defined as containing a: nonce (r), timestamp (t), digital signature 

(sigk), code (c), balancing figure (b), action(a), finance (f) and message (m).  A client’s transaction is 

therefore defined as T∈{r,t,sigk,c,m,b} 

 

Sept 1  Pcell is responsible for authenticating clients’ digital signatures 

 if sigk ≠≠ smart contract digital signature 

 then 

 exit 1, ‘error, request failed’ 

else, data is split into two, financial data, and transactional data.  Each half is placed in a 

block(b).  Each block is broadcast via an independent channel to a financial authentication node, 

or a transaction authentication node.   

Step 2 Acell is responsible for authenticating the data contained in b1∈{a,r,t,sigk,cf,m} against the 

clients smart contract allowed action list 

 if request ≠≠ smart contract data 

 then 

 exit 1, ‘error, request failed’ 

 else, print ‘authentication data to Vcell’ 

Step 3 Fcell is responsible for authenticating the data contained in b2∈{f,r,t sigk,ct,m} 

 if request ≠≠ smart contract data 

 then 

 exit 1, ‘error, request failed’ 

 else print ‘authentication data to Vcell’ 

Step 4  Vcell authentication 

 if Acell ≠≠Fcell 

 then 



 exit 1, ‘error, request failed/  

 else print ‘authentication has been validated’ 

___________________________________________________ 

a →b             (1) 

   validation   

d→c 

 

For consensus to be achieved two independent cells have to authenticate the IoT request such that: 

 

a1 →b1            (2) 

   v1  

d1→c1 

      C 

a2 →b2   

   v2  

d2→c2 

 

Consensus is therefore Cn  ( v1 & v2)        (3) 

 

4.6 The Security Provisions 

This model attempts to protect data at rest and data in transit by applying accepted 

cryptographic primitives.  The security mechanism used in this process are in line with an IoT 

security framework [10] The IoT request’s, TCP/IP packet header, contains security 

mechanisms that provide protection against hacking attacks and errors. 

 

The consensus protocol and blockchain presented in this paper is built to be used in the internet.  

This protocol is therefore designed to provide security to IoT request packets that uses TCP/IP 

protocol to travel across the internet.  Security provisions are broken down into five stages: 

 

4.6.1 Stage one 
Device requests are subjected to cryptographic checks to ensure the data is correct and 

complete.  Only IoT requests which pass these checks are processed. 

 

An IoT request should contain nonce (r), timestamp (t), digital signature (sigk) two 

authentication codes (cf and ct), balancing figure (f) message (m).  The use of r,t,sigk ensures: 

• The IoT request contains data origin authentication - ensuring the data was issued by an 

authenticated IoT device 

• Data Integrity – ensures data has not been tampered with  

• Non-repudiation – prevents a user from denying their action  

 

The use of ct,cf,b  primitives protects against: 

• Double spend [43] 

• Replay attack  [5] 

• Eclipse attack [44] 

 

`

` 

 

 



The security that is provided to an IoT request is: 

Request∈(r,t,sigk,ct,cf,b,m) 
 

4.6.2 Stage Two 
Transactional data is split into two, financial data, and transactional data.  Each half is placed 

into a block (b).  Each block is broadcast via an independent channel to a financial 

authentication node, or a transaction authentication node.  The following cryptographic 

primitives are applied to each block of b11∈(r,t,sigk,cf,f,m) and b12∈(r,t,sigk,ct,f,m).  Blocks are 

therefore provided the following protections: 

• Authentication: This can be split into: Entity authentication - ensuring the 

person/system you are communicating with is the person /system you intend to be 

communicating with; data origin authentication - ensuring the data you received came 

from the correct place [45] 

• Data Integrity: Preventing an unauthorised entity from carrying out unauthorised 

changes or destruction of data.  The integrity of each block should be verifiable and 

accountable [45] 

• Non-Repudiation: Preventing an entity from denying they took a specific action  [45] 

• Access Control: Access control relates to authorisation methods used to ensure only 

authorised persons have access to data [45] 

• Immutability: Immutability provides data with a fixed and unchangeable audit 

trail [46] [31] 
 

4.6.3 Stage Three 
The authentication of data contained in each block is carried out by two nodes, the transaction 

node and the finance node.  The authentication process involves both cells independently 

authenticating the header and body data.  This security mechanism is based on the separations 

of duties principle [24].  A security mechanism that is used in the balance authentication of the 

IoT request.  It protects the IoT request from carrying out unauthorised actions.  

 

4.6.4 Stage Four 
The validation of data is carried out by a fourth node, the validation node (v).  The validation 

node ensures transactional authentication (at) and financial authentication (af) are equivalent and 

true, (where true means authenticated).  This provides consensus validation.  This security 

mechanism protects the IoT request from unauthorised changes.  Validation (v) is achieved 

when: F : {at == af} →v 

 

4.6.5 Stage Five 
The final stage requires two cells to confirm the authentication and validation of an IoT request.  

Moreover, because data from both cells must agree it complies with the requirements of liveness 

and safety.   

 

However, if consensus is rejected the request is suspended while both cells are subjected to an 

error checking process [25] [26] 

 

Only the first two nodes need to broadcast their confirmation of consensus.  Consensus is 

therefore described as.   

Cn  ( v1 & v2)  

 

Once consensus is achieved nodes in a cell are independently responsible for committing the 

block to their Merkle Tree.  

 



4.7 Error Detection 

The system uses a binary decision checking algorithm to check for errors in consensus.  

Because consensus is based on conditional Boolean logic it is possible to build an error 

checking mechanism into the system.  This error checking method can identify errors which 

create a byzantine failure.  This process also identifies stop and start errors when it prevents 

Fcell and Acell responding within their synchronized time window. 

4.8 Merkle Tree 

The Merkle Tree is a record of all IoT requests that have been authenticated or validated by a 

node.  It uses a mathematical formular to create a hash of this data.  Each blocks hash is chained 

to the subsequent blocks hash.  It provides data integrity and data auditability.  

 

The validator Merkle tree is the aggregate of all IoT requests.  Whereas the financial node’s 

Merkle tree is an aggregate of all financial data and the transaction node is an aggregate of all 

transaction data.  

 

These Merkle trees are made up of recursive hash pairs of data.  Moreover because of the design 

it is also possible to use the financial node’s and the transactional node’s Merkle tree to confirm 

the validity of the validation node’s Merkle tree. 

 

5 ACHIEVING SCALABILITY 

The use of time complexity to measure the scalability of a consensus protocol was demonstrated 

in Luu et al [34].  BAM uses probabilistic randomness and an error detection mechanism which 

enables the process to be scalable.  Unlike the quadratic message exchange that takes place in 

BFT style consensus process, BAM uses a single message process which gives it a time 

complexity of O(n).   

 

The scalability of this consensus protocol was assessed while 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, 4,000 and 

5,000 blocks were processed.  It should also be noted that testing was carried out in a virtual 

environment which ensured time stamps and synchronisation. 

 

The speed and scalability of this consensus process is thus: 

Blockchain request Start Time Finish Time Duration Processing Time 

1000 16 44:30. 16.46:11. 101 0.101 

2000 16.50:19. 16.52:56. 157 0.0785 

3000 16.54:02. 16.57:39. 217 0.072 

4000 16:58.59. 17.04:33. 322 0.0805 

5000 17.06:14. 17.11:53. 299 0.0598 

Table 1 Scalability 

 

 



 

Figure 2 Time Complexity 

 

As it can be seen in figure two and three this protocol has a constant time complexity.  

Therefore, BAM scalability is based on its time complexity which is constant regardless of an 

increase in the task.  

 

6.0 CONCLUSION 

The main aim of this research paper is to present an IoT Blockchain consensus protocol that 

meets the requirements of safety and liveness, whilst ensuring security and scalability.  This 

paper first comprehensively explained the limitation of previous researchers, to take these 

requirements into consideration.  An omission which leaves the vast majority of consensus 

protocols susceptible to dominance attacks, and fraudulent activity.  Whilst other consensus 

protocols, are subjected to a time complexity issue, which leads to exponential growth.   

 

The consensus protocol proposed in this paper offers a solution to the FLP impossibility 

problem, by providing integrity of the consensus decision [27].  It is a solution that does not 

have an adverse impact on time complexity, with a linear growth rate – i.e. it is very scalable 

[34].  The presented solution also used established cryptographic primitives to protect the 

integrity of data in transit and at rest. 

 

Due to the use of an isomorphic HMAC validation process, the algorithm is tamper resistant – 

i.e. it provides both integrity protection and integrity detection.  Moreover, when this equation is 

combined with a Merkle tree blockchain algorithm, immutability protection is also provided. 

 

By providing integrity of data at rest, integrity of data in transit and integrity of the consensus 

decision, this consensus offers a method for circumventing the FLP restrictions [27].  A widely 

held belief that has been affecting the direction of modern day consensus discussion - with 

respect to achieving consensus in an asynchronous environment, when faced with unbounded 

time restrictions.  A discussion that is having a direct effect on the security, scalability, safety 

and liveness of the present day Blockchain environment.  
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The results of this paper prove that the proposed system is affective at preventing fraudulent 

spending (double spend) [18] and erroneous consensus.  The result of testing also demonstrated 

that the information security mechanisms of non-repudiation, confidentiality, integrity, 

authentication and authorisation provides data with protection from miscreant activity. 

 

This consensus protocol guarantees immutability by the use of a Merkle tree, block hashing and 

an error checking algorithm.  A process that ensures data at rest is tamper resistant. 

This mathematic approach to the problem removes the need for an exhaustive threat, 

vulnerability and likeness analysis.  Testing of this consensus protocol was in line with the 

assertions of cryptographic primitives that were employed.  A process that confirmed this 

consensus protocol to be robust enough to withstand attacks on data at rest and in transit.   

 

Testing confirmed the BAM consensus protocol linear time complexity, which means regardless 

of failure or an increase in requests, this consensus protocol will have a consistent linear 

increase in processing time.  BAM is a consensus protocol that is resistant to byzantine failure, 

non-byzantine failure and miscreant activity.  It therefore protects data at rest, data in transit and 

the consensus decision process. 

 

Further work will focus on assessing the consensus protocol in a live, wild environment, to 

assess the robustness of its logic. 
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